The Clinical Management of Complex Pseudoaneurysms of the Femoral Artery
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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the clinical course of patients treated for multiple perforations, complex femoral artery pseudoaneurysms.

Methods: Seven patients with multiple perforations, complex pseudoaneurysms after femoral artery access for interventional procedures were treated. Ultrasound-guided thrombin injection (UGTI) was first used for treatment. Patients failing repeated UGTIs were treated with fibrin sealant injections.

Results: Five of the seven patients treated with UGTIs had rapid thrombus formation within the pseudoaneurysm. Two patients refractory to UGTI had successful treatment using fibrin sealant injection. There were no complications and the overall cure rate was 100%.

Conclusions: Treatment of complex femoral artery pseudoaneurysms is safe and effective. UGTI and fibrin sealant are useful in the treatment of complex pseudoaneurysms.
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Introduction

As the use of radiologic interventions increase, so does the occurrence of iatrogenic pseudoaneurysms. The occurrence rate of pseudoaneurysms after vascular procedures has been reported as 0.6% - 6.0% [1]. If a pseudoaneurysm is not treated properly, it can cause severe complications, including rupture, distal embolization, local pain, neuropathy and local skin ischemia. Simple pseudoaneurysms are treated with local compression or ultrasound-guided thrombin injections (UGTIs) [2]. The management of complex pseudoaneurysms, which have multiple perforation and large cavity, is not clear. Herein we summarize our experience with treating complex pseudoaneurysms by describing a safe and effective treatment approach.

Materials and Methods

General Information

This study was approved by hospital ethics committee and informed consent was obtained in all patients. Seven patients with complex pseudoaneurysms after percutaneous coronary interventions were admitted for treatment. (The total number of lumen was 38. Five cases had 2 perforations and 3-5 cysts. One case had 3 perforations and 8 cysts. One case had 4 breaks and 10 cysts.) There were 3 male patients and 4 female patients with a mean age of 58.5 years (range: 45-78 years). The pseudoaneurysms were 2-10 days old (median duration, 3.9 days). The largest pseudoaneurysm was 12.0 cm×5.8 cm×5.2 cm and the smallest was 2.2 cm×1.4 cm×1.1 cm. The pseudoaneurysm diameters ranged from 1.5 to 5.0 mm. Color Doppler Flow Imaging (CDFI) demonstrated flow entering the pseudoaneurysm from the femoral artery. Bidirectional flow was seen in the opening of the pseudoaneurysms (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Color flow seen through the femoral artery rupture into the pseudoaneurysm on ultrasound.

The pseudoaneurysm in 1 patient was not imaged well due to scar formation in the right inguinal region and the large size of the pseudoaneurysm. Therefore digital subtraction angiography (DSA) was used to evaluate the pseudoaneurysm. Two-dimensional DSA
demonstrated flow from the femoral artery suggesting the pseudoaneurysm had formed from the right femoral artery (Figure 2).

**Figure 2**: Extravasation of contrast around the femoral artery pseudoaneurysm on DSA. DFA, deep femoral artery; EIA, external iliac artery; SFA, superficial femoral artery; FAN, Pseudoaneurysm; LFCA, lateral circumflex femoral artery; Arrow indicates the pseudoaneurysm.

Three-dimensional DSA demonstrated multiple perforations (Figure 3). The clinical manifestation was discoloration on the surface of punctured skin, obvious tenderness and pulsatile masses with increasing size, some of which showed tremor and murmur.

**Figure 3**: Three-dimensional DSA demonstrating multiple breaks of pseudoaneurysms. CR, Break of pseudoaneurysm; DFA, deep femoral artery; SFA, superficial femoral artery; IN, lining of the blood Vessels

**Methods and Procedures**

A GE vivid7 color Doppler ultrasound with a probe frequency of 3-9 MHz was used for imaging. Thrombin was injected into the pseudoaneurysm cavity under ultrasound guidance. Thrombin with a concentration of 100-200 U/ml was used for treatment. Fibrin sealant was injected into the pseudoaneurysm when thrombin injection failed.

Patients were positioned in the supine position, with limbs straightened. Femoral artery lesions were imaged using real-time two-dimensional and color Doppler ultrasound. The position, number, size, blood supply, perforated artery, and body of aneurysms were evaluated. The path of the treatment needle was chosen according to the relationship of the pseudo aneurysm to the femoral artery, using color Doppler ultrasound. T-branched tubing was attached to the 20G puncture needle, allowing injection of normal saline and or thrombin. Normal saline was injected when the tip of the needle was observed to be in the cavity of the pseudo aneurysm. Thrombin was slowly injected until the perforation was closed, and the needle then removed. Color Doppler ultrasound was used to ensure there was no blood flow into the pseudoaneurysm after treatment. High intensity echoes were seen filling the pseudoaneurysm after successful treatment (Figure 4).

**Figure 4**: Ultrasound showed the femoral artery rupture disappeared, no color blood flow through the femoral artery rupture into the pseudoaneurysm.

Pressure was applied for 2 to 5 min, using the ultrasound transducer, if residual flow was still present. The treated pseudoaneurysm was examined until no flow was seen. The process was repeated as necessary. Thrombin treatment failures were treated with fibrin sealant in a similar fashion.

**Results**

Seven patients underwent injection of thrombin into the pseudoaneurysm cavity. Closure of the pseudoaneurysm occurred after 1 injection in 5 patients. Two patients failed thrombin treatment. Both of these patients were treated with 1 injection of fibrin sealant into the pseudoaneurysm cavity. Closure of the pseudoaneurysm occurred in one of the two patients. The remaining patient was treated successfully using a second injection of fibrin sealant into the pseudoaneurysm under DSA guidance. The overall success rate was
The two patients who failed thrombin treatment were one patient with multiple interventional therapies and the other patient of inguinal region after surgical operation, local anatomy was not clear.

Patients treated with thrombin received a mean of 580 U (range: 300-1000 U). The two patients receiving fibrin sealant received 1000 U fibrin sealant each. All patients tolerated the procedures well. All patients had normal femoral artery and arteria dorsalis pedis pulses after their procedures.

Discussion

In this study we reported the successful treatment of complex pseudoaneurysms of the femoral artery. We found that in the majority of the cases (5 of 7) thrombin injection was successful to seal these lesions, but for the two patients who failed, those patients were successfully salvaged with fibrin injection. The dose of thrombin required was higher than that used in simple lesions. Patients were followed closely for related complications, such as distal artery thrombosis, but none was seen.

Percutaneous femoral artery access is widely used in the diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular disease. Use of this method can lead to blood leakage from the puncture site, forming one or more cavities or pseudoaneurysms. Pseudoaneurysms do not resolve spontaneously. Common complications include compression of adjacent structures, rupture, embolism, and skin necrosis. The treatment of pseudoaneurysms includes local compression and UGTI.

Thrombin injection into a pseudoaneurysm cavity is widely used. The success rate is 74% to 86% with common pseudoaneurysms. The success rate in patients with pseudoaneurysms larger than 2 cm in diameter, obese patients, and patients taking anticoagulant therapy is 25% to 35%. The recurrence rate is 20% in these patients [3-5].

Coincidently we found thrombin injection also failed in 2 patients we treated. We found that fibrin sealant injection was able to close these leaks. These patients had complex pseudoaneurysms which did decrease in size after treatment with thrombin. Imaging after repeat injections with thrombin demonstrated no thrombus in the pseudoaneurysm cavity, presumably due to consumption of fibrinogen. Fibrin sealant contains both fibrinogen and thrombin, and is more useful in patients with a fibrinogen consuming condition. Fibrin sealant worked well in both patients we treated. We believe our small case series demonstrates a novel sequential approach in the initial treatment of complex pseudoaneurysm using UGTI and fibrin injection in refractory cases.
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